THE EFFECTS
OF STORYTELLING
ON AN ANNUAL APPEAL
How emotion led to major donation

The Client: SH is a domestic violence and homelessness shelter in Virginia
The Challenge: All that glitters but no goal. Every holiday season, SH sends out a holiday card written
in children’s handwriting that serves double duty -- share well wishes of the holiday and ask for
money to make the season bright. Beyond their “nice list” donors, they were not increasing their loot.
The appeal failed to strike the right emotional chord and make people care. Looking to walk away
with a little more jingle, the following year, they contracted out the position.
The Solution: SH hired Shereese Floyd-Thompson to write the new annual appeal. She suggested
getting rid of the holiday card. No one likes well wishes that morph into asking for money.
“It’s like asking me how I’m doing and then only talking about yourself.”
Children are often the overlooked victims of domestic violence. Shereese wrote an appeal from the
child’s point of view. She wanted the appeal to tell a story from the envelope to the ask. The new
envelope was redesigned with an image of a child to pull them in and pique curiosity. The letter
detailed an account of a young girl who saw her father abuse her mother and the effect it had on her
life, but more importantly, they read how SH programs helped this young woman find her aspiration -no matter how fragmented.
The Result: A few weeks into the appeal, the nonprofit received a check for $25,000 with a note that
read: “This is the first time I could see where my money makes a difference, instead of my usual $100
please accept this slightly bigger gift. Merry Christmas.” Enough said.
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